Public Transport to Stoke Mandeville Stadium
Bus
Arriva service number 9, X30, or 300 go from Aylesbury bus station, Aylesbury train station
and several other popular areas such as Walton Street and Southcourt to either Stadium
Approach or nearby Stoke Mandeville Hospital.
Have a look at the bus timetables here.

Walking / Pushing Directions
From Stadium Approach:




If you are starting at the roundabout on Mandeville Road at the top entrance to Stadium
Approach
Walk straight ahead on Stadium Approach through the housing estate until you get to the
end of the road and you will see the Olympic Lodge hotel straight in front of you
Carry on further down the approach road and Stoke Mandeville Stadium and reception
will be on your right

From Stoke Mandeville Hospital:


From Stoke Mandeville Hospital Main Gate or Asda Store bus stop (for buses X30 or
300):
o Head towards the roundabout on Mandeville Road (the opposite direction from the
main entrance to the hospital)
o When you get to the roundabout, turn right towards the next roundabout
o You will now be at the roundabout on Mandeville Road at the top entrance to
Stadium Approach and you can follow the directions as above



From Ambulance Station roundabout bus stop (for bus number 9):
o At the roundabout turn left heading towards hospital car parks C, D, E and stay left
o Carry on down the path (past Florence Nightingale House and A+E on your left)
o Follow the pedestrian pathway/pavement (veering left) towards the back of the
hospital passing Aston House (on your right)
o Take the pathway to the right immediately before the Cancer Care and Haematology
Unit and turn left and Stoke Mandeville Stadium will be on your right

Taxis
If you are wheelchair user (or travelling with a wheelchair user), the following taxi companies
all provide wheelchair accessible vehicles:





Falcon Taxis - Tel: 01296 580000 (they also have an online booking service and trained
and approved passenger assistants can also be provided with this service upon request https://www.falcontaxis.co.uk/
Jet Taxis - Tel: 01296 421 212
ABC Taxis - Tel: 01296 423 232. Or book by SMS: 07797 882594

